Trackmen Move To Winter Quarters

All track men are reported over to their winter quarters in the Harvard Field House on Saturday and Saturday of this week. For the benefit of those boys who are new at the track, a black mark has been built which is a copy of a black mark that was made last week has twelve laps to the mile.

Before making the transition, the main tool goes to the track office and get a slip of paper signed by the authorizing him to one of the lockers reserved for the harriers in the Harvard Field House.

The Tech Ten

At New York

Junior-Fresh Combine Defeats '42 And '44 In Inter-Class Meet

The Tech brothers took this meet with full points in the IC.A.A.A. meet at New York last Monday against nineteen competitors. Rhode Island Ramps won the meet with 13 points, one of the best scores ever made in this meet. With the best basketball runners in the country competing, MacGregor was the first Tech in fifty-first place. Ken Joseph finished third in the meet, the finish, and Betty Shaw, Art Govt., and Gd. Westfall. Bob Missel and Ralph Kelly followed shortly but did not succeed in scoring.

Rhode Island First

The order of the teams were Rhode Island, New York, Columbia, Penn, Illinois, Crummel, Syracuse, Michigan, Dartmouth, Fordham (Tentatively on Page 1).

Squash Team Seeks Revenge

Recapture To Face Harvard Squad On Rival's Courts

In an all out effort to beat Harvard on December 6th, the varsity men have been busy with the racquets team recently went in full training with regular practices instead of signing up for periods, in past years. At present, the Varsity is missing Jack Sheete, as captain, and Johnnie Arnold, and Dick Bettes. The A team, however, is out to avenge last year's defeat.

Beavers Are Out To Avenge

A Harvard squad which remains the alternate pair for these two teams. The Friday key sports is set for Saturday play, the Beaver who is out for Green Blood this season. The time of the match is 5:30 P.M.

To end their fall season the Beaver racketees have been invited for the Intramurals at New York, where they will make the acquaintance of such doughty opponents as Penn, Stevens Tech, and Army, with a possible set of matches. They also will be present at the meet. Of these teams, Clem Kemp, the manager, stated that the team is confident of beating the first two teams' loss and last year's defeat. Anyone who has a match, and Dick He is rated as one of South's strongest combinations.

New Coaching System

"A cut and dry method of selecting the freshman has gone into operation," the supervisor of which will," said Clint Kemp, "be shown in the results of their games in the next few weeks."

In the new system, explained, "we are more efficient than the old. Freshmen out for squash were told to send in their schedule cards and take a freshman with the same fee period which comes to some time for coaching. Two weeks a game are held for each man till the coach thinks that one period of coaching is enough for the person concerned.

The Glass Hat

One of New York's most popular hotel restaurants because its food is fine, its atmosphere delightful, and its prices modest. Never a Cover Charge

Completed Dinners from 950

Cocktails from 30c

Always A Popular Orchestra

Continuous Entertainment

Hotel

Belmont Plaza

Lexington Avenue at 49th Street, New York

How to Win Friends

In one easy lesson

Treat yourself and others to wholesome, delicious Wrigley's Spearmint Gum. Swell to chew. Helps keep breath sweet, teeth bright. The Flavor Lasts.